
Reebok x Spartan Race, the official news
of Sparta steeplechase nearly 4500
warriors challenge thems - News Reports Release

, the world's most famous "Spartan Race" Spartan obstacle race, has attracted more than 450 thousand people to participate in the
challenge. Spartan steeplechase global official partner Reebok in May 20th and the 4500 warriors in Kaohsiung. Launched a cross-
country challenge, each wave of events by Reebok exclusive coach warm-up, participants completed more than 20 kinds of obstacle
levels, challenge self focus and a human body can limit the spirit of the brand "Be More echoed Reebok Human." fitness is not just a
sport, it is a positive attitude towards life, the ultimate challenge in the process of body and mind to make a positive change, create
glory, become better yourself. 

Reebok was founded in 1895, is one of the world's oldest sports brand, 2011 will be the global brand strategy focus on fitness field
goal is to become the leading professional fitness brand, Reebok as a global partner of Sparta steeplechase designated for the first
time this year, with Taiwan Spartan steeplechase training camp, to help each of the contestants before the game will their fitness to
adjust to the best state; the game set up professional physical training challenge limit invites participants through different challenges
facing, and then recognize the Spartan obstacles racing challenge spirit, Reebok for each exploration limit, breakthrough Spartan self
cheer, cheer. 

adidas announced the signing of Andrew Wiggins and Dante Exum, in the near future there has been an action, in addition to the Joel
Embiid and Marcus Smart reached a consensus, can be said in the rookie market to build a new adidas family. Joel Embiid for third,
ranked by 76 people selected, even if the current surgery is still unable to play, but the impact of the future in the restricted area can
not be underestimated. In addition to the sixth pick by Searl Teague picked Marcus Smart, attended Orlando hosted the summer
league, the average score paid out 14.8 points, 4.2 rebounds and 4.2 assists, for rebuilding Lvshan army is for immediate cultivation.
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Kobe Mid Ext to get 9 when suddenly discovered that this should be the barrel body and the upper material has the largest change in
the unity of the tone of a pair of Kobe 2, dismissed three distinct types of presentation, in addition to the Engineered Mesh Kobe 9
and Flyknit two materials with relatively soft leather, build closer to the fashion leisure the EXT Series in the Kobe 9 cylinder shoe,
make itself has a very complete product series. 

stability sheet with silver plating treatment, as a whole low-key add bright spot. 

Kobe logo Dynamic Flywire retains the exquisite technique, design, to add an extra level in the overall functional recovery, also lined
up with cortical production, in general Kobe 9 is not the same, more of a sense of maturity. 

Kobe from the sole pattern through the foot pressure students present Xiaobian think the rubber ring, into the outdoor style of
basketball shoes for sport wind genes, laser perforated edge vamp is very beautiful, there is no burr or deformation. 

snake embossed texture is the whole shoe highlights, attraction is needless to mention, hidden seam is different from basketball
shoes version of the exposed junction with traditional leather have lines, originally the shoes of the sense of science and technology
bring lower leather material unique Wen Runfen wai. 

The PUMA SELECT was kicked off by the classic Street brand STAMPD on the West Bank of the United States, followed by the
Holland Street brand DAILY 
2017, full of African Customs, PAPER. In 2010 DAILY PAPER was founded in Amsterdam, its unique and deep insights are African
wild colors, through the clever use of color and colorful African elements of different materials, with contemporary Street pop
elements, with unique rough street fashion brand aesthetics. 

2017 PUMA SELECT DAILY PAPER together for the first time, leading consumers into the wild tribal style, spring and summer
series design inspiration from East Africa's most well known to the outside world of the Masai Masai tribe, the most proud of is the
traditional cricket, cricket players known as the "brave warrior" said in addition to cricket, cricket art, is even more striking from the
tribe's school colors. DAILY PAPER chooses PUMA Court Platform as the prototype, and retains the retro style of shoes, especially
with thickening sole and woven leather with African images. It creates a unique and avant-garde style. 

PUMA x DAILY PAPER this summer, a full range of design elements extracted from the full tribal style strong contrast color and
complicated manual headdress, with PUMA classic single product as the substrate, the simple, bright color, by tailoring and on
behalf of the Masai and stadium history printing and sewing techniques, to create an eye one of the bright street single product,
PUMA SELECT bold combination of African traditional culture and contemporary popular street, East African wild totem and color,
with exquisite craftsmanship to present this season, PUMA x DAILY PAPER series of cricket ball shot into the flag design, with
rubber material sewn as a decoration, people will be able to identify the one and only the brand mark 
The full range of 



PUMA SELECT-DAILY PAPER will be on sale of goods in February 25th, consumers can purchase SELECT PUMA to designated
outlets, more product information, please contact: (02) 8751-5160. 
PUMA x DP Court Platform K NT$PUMA x DP 4380 price: Court Platform K NT$PUMA x DP 4380 price: Platform KnitSplat Pricing:
NT$4580 (April PUMA x DP Platform KnitSplat listed) Pricing: NT$4580 (launched in April) 
sale store information 

Usher Usher Ramond once again with the real special version of the Jordan Brand shoes, following the previous version of Air
Jordan 3, Air golden Jordan 9, he shared this pair of Air Jordan 11 "Elephant Print" on their Instagram today, the gray Air Jordan 11
in the body of the shoe block with bold and bright skin burst pattern design, seems to have 3M reflective effect, very suction eye.
Usher Ramond recently with special Jordan shoes shoes not only make the fans see more people, curious how many have not also
has an exclusive collection of exposure. 

source: howuseeit

In November 12th 
Air Jordan 1 Retro High Taiwan will be sold to a specific store, blue men shoes size 5000 yuan price, the size of BG (Boys Grade
School) price of 3800 yuan, the green and black models priced at 5000 yuan, the price of 5000 yuan. We are responsible for
arranging the distributors who are currently selling their products in Facebook. The actual selling methods, mechanisms and locations
are subject to the announcement of the stores. More information on shoe listings is also available on the Kenlu Calendar news. 

Momentum 
million sports is Heng Yue Wann Yueh 

source: Sneaker, Bar, Detroit

Jordan Brand has more and more franchised stores around the world, creating a shoe store for fans who love sneakers. Jordan
Brand on 2014 in North America set up its first brand store, was invited to channel Footaction cooperation, and the two sides last
weekend once again teamed up to develop new points in Michael Jordan's hometown of Brook forest, the shop of course with
complete series of products, whether adults or children can find related products you can also see the shop with similar official game
players on the sideline seats seats, the basketball around the elements combine with the facilities inside the store, let Xiaobian feel
quite fresh, you have to swim if Broolyn don't forget to go around here. 

Flight 23 at Foot Action

source: Footaction

a few days ago, Dwyane Wade personally on the Instagram exposure of the sixth generations of individual signature shoes Li Ning
Way of Wade 6, and personally introduced the new shoes. And recently in the Dwyane Wade Chinese to start the visit when he and
the official jointly released Way of Wade 6, and open a new silver style. This generation in the special for shoes with exclusive Wade
mark Dwyane, Lining brand trademark by Way of inferred from Wade contains clothing, shoes series complete product line, Way of
Wade Lining seems intent to create an independent brand, like the one that Jordan Brand and Nike's relationship. 

can see Way of Wade 6 in the design joined the band configuration, the vamp uses lightweight knitted material pursuit, the bottom
Cloud X DriveFoam it is with the German chemical suspension technology giant BASF cooperative development, that is worth
looking forward to the outside in addition to the bottom foot, embedded in the large area fixed plate, rear foot special the lines and
cutting, you can see the shoes can provide excellent grip and flexibility. 

's Dwyane Wade in China has also taken the lead, but the release date and pricing of Li Ning Way of Wade 6 is not yet public and
expects further release. 

6? #wow6
? 
A, post, shared, by, dwyanewade (@dwyanewade), on, Jul 14, 2017, at, 8:34pm, PDT

, Happy., #wow6, #solecial, #solecollectorchina, #dwyanewade, #wayofwade, @dwyanewade

A, post, shared, by, Victor, Sun (@conkeror21), on, Jul 17, 2017, at, 8:20am, PDT
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